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ABSTRACT
The planning and implementation of numerous flood protection measures and the associated cost–benefit
studies after the 2002 flood in Germany showed the demand for accurate damage functions. Conventional loss models are limited to the relationship between flood height and the recovery costs for a
specific usage class (e.g. private residential buildings). Important parameters on the resistance side such
as the building materials and further impact parameters such as flow velocity remain unconsidered.
Following the procedure developed in the risk analysis of earthquakes, it is checked whether methodical fundamentals can be transferred or are to be adopted in case of flood impact and which parameters
must be derived from data surveys.
On the basis of a large and uniformly elaborated flood damage database (including different data
sets collected by the Earthquake Damage Analysis Center (EDAC) after the 2002 flood in Saxony,
Germany), an engineered and vulnerability-oriented prognosis tool was developed to determine the
structural damage and the losses for any given flood scenario.
Repeatedly observed damage patterns are transformed into a classification scheme of damage
grades. With this tool, the structural damage of many different damage cases can be analysed in a
systematic way and related to the parameters describing the flood impact. Vulnerability classes for the
different building types are defined by using the data for determining characteristic ranges of damage
expectation. Basic steps of the procedure are illustrated for a fictitious data set and subsequently applied
to the existing database.
Specific vulnerability and damage functions enable the calculation of damage grades and the loss
assessment in separate steps of the same procedure, related to the inundation level or additionally the
flow velocity (action side), and the predominant building types or the vulnerability classes (resistance
side).
The damage distribution caused by the August 2002 flood can be re-interpreted for study areas with
close agreement to the observed effects. A similar good prognosis could be achieved for the reported
loss in monetary terms by correlating vulnerability and impact parameters using the recently elaborated
specific damage functions. First investigations with respect to the location of buildings, the direction of
flow and the structural damage are also represented. This paper gives an overview of the background
and the basic steps of the developed procedure and illustrates the different fields of its application.
Keywords: damage functions, damage grades, flood damage, flow velocity, loss estimation, specific
energy height, vulnerability classes, vulnerability functions.

1 MOTIVATION
The flood events of recent years show that even extreme events with very low probabilities of
occurrence are possible and can result in devastating damage. It was found that in addition to
pure penetration damage, more or less severe structural damage to the building substance can
occur. The largest losses for the 2002 flood in Saxony (Fig. 1) can be found in the residential
and the commercial sector [1].
In comparison to other areas of hydrology and water management, only few damage data
and applicable models are available, which can be used for reliable prediction of flood
damage [2]. The planning and implementation of numerous flood protection measures and
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Figure 1: Distribution of losses due to the 2002 flood in Saxony [1].
the associated cost–benefit studies after the 2002 flood showed the demand for more accurate
damage functions for each usage class (i.e. residential buildings).
From empirical statistical data analysis, no satisfying damage relationships for Germany
are available for the period before the 2002 flood. Hence, there is a trend in recent years in
the development of so-called synthetic damage functions [3].
The losses are calculated for characteristic buildings (called representatives) of a building
type using a ‘what–if’ analysis. One investigation for the development of synthetic damage
functions for a study area in the UK can be taken from [4]. A German example is the pilot
study for the flood protection concept for the town Pirna in Saxony [5].
After the 2002 flood, new extensive damage data are available for the derivation of
improved empirical–statistical flood damage models. Conventional flood damage models
consider only the relationship between inundation level and the estimated losses for the different sectors of use (e.g. residential or commercial buildings). On the one hand, the
differentiation of the resistance parameters is missing; on the other hand, impact parameters,
such as the flow velocity, are not considered.
Based on experience with earthquake hazard assessment, a vulnerability-based flood
damage model was developed, which can consider these missing parameters. The damage
grades, vulnerability classes and vulnerability functions, which are described in the European
Macroseismic Scale EMS-98 [6], are transferred to the application for the flood hazard.
On the basis of the EDAC flood database (that includes different data sets collected after
the 2002 flood in Saxony), a method was developed to determine the structural damage and
the direct tangible losses (cf. [7,8]) for residential buildings (or similar constructions) for any
given flood scenario [9,10].
Specific functions enable the calculation of damage grades and loss assessment in separate
steps of the same procedure. Specific vulnerability functions (SVF) are related to the inundation level or additionally the flow velocity, and the predominant building types or the
vulnerability classes [9–11]. Specific damage functions (SDF) can calculate the expected
losses directly under consideration of the inundation level and the predominant building
types (SDF Type 1a) or the assigned vulnerability classes (SDF Type 1b) [9,12,13]. SDF
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Type 2 transfer damage grades into loss statements [9,13]. The developed empirical approach
enables the prediction of damage and the identification of areas with particularly vulnerable
building structures for given scenarios. Recommendations for future developments can be
derived.
In addition to the realistic loss statements, the expected damage grades provide information relevant for disaster management.
The aim of this paper is to present elements of the model and its practical application. Not
at least, the validation of observed or reported damage should encourage potential users to
follow the engineering approach and to take field surveys and vulnerability assessment as
relevant tasks for flood damage prognosis.
2 CALCULATION SCHEME
Figures 2 and 3 provide an overview of the calculation process of the engineering-based
damage model with the developed vulnerability and damage function types. The red elements
highlight the improved model components compared with former conventional approaches.
The individual elements of the methodology are discussed in Sections 4–7.
3 DATABASE
3.1 General use of damage data
The key element of the procedure is the preparation of the real damage cases, which were
elaborated immediately after the 2002 flood in Saxony (Figs 4 and 5).
After unification of the data with respect to structural parameters and the transfer into the
proposed scheme of damage grades by following the verbal damage description, the data sets
can be considered individually and in combination.
The data sets include information about the duration, velocity (in qualitatively descriptive
terms like low or high) and other secondary (probably damage contributing) flood actions as
well as vulnerability-related parameters.

Figure 2: Flow chart of the microscale approach using the SDF Type 1.
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the microscale approach using the SDF Type 2.

Figure 4: Damage data from different flood events used in this study.
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Figure 5: Spatial distribution of data set 3 derived from the affected areas in Saxony during
the 2002 flood using SAB damage reports [12].

3.2 Data set 1
Data set 1 is related to the outcome of a questionnaire survey performed by the authors
between 2002 and 2004 (Fig. 4, cf. [14]) along the river basin of ‘Vereinigte Mulde’,
‘Zschopau’ and ‘Freiberger Mulde’, and is therefore concentrated on the most affected areas
during the 2002 flood in Saxony.
The data quality of the responses is good, because a large part of the respondents were able
to use the necessary damage reports for subsidy applications by the Saxonian Relief Bank
(‘Sächsische Aufbaubank’ – SAB).
Additional damage data are available from the damage reports of two communal housing
associations [11].
3.3 Data set 2
Data set 2 is the outcome of telephone calls (performed within the framework of the RIMAX
project MEDIS [2]); basic information about structural damages are provided from floods in
different regions (2005 Danube flood in Bavaria and 2006 Elbe flood in Saxony).
Data set 1 and 2 are quite complementary with respect to parameter ranges of inherent data
points and lead to a well-distributed database (Fig. 7).
Thus, the collected damage data are representative for the residential building stock in the
flood areas of Saxony.
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3.4 Data set 3
Data set 3 is the outcome of an evaluation of damage reports of the Saxonian Relief Bank for
scientific purposes by order of the ‘Landestalsperrenverwaltung Sachsen (LTV)’ [12].
Damage reports were sighted and analysed anonymously for nearly from all districts in Saxony affected by the 2002 flood. In addition to the relevant building parameters and the
inundation levels, the descriptions of the structural damage were evaluated.
Data set 3 is the most comprehensive data acquisition realized by EDAC, yet still is not
completely analysed and is therefore considered separately in the following investigations.
Nevertheless due to the differences in the data sets, the derived vulnerability functions
have an impact on the predicted results (see Fig. 11).
4 CLASSIFICATION OF FLOOD DAMAGES
4.1 Causes of the damage and factors of influence
In general, the majority of damage cases are pure penetration damages to buildings for which
the inundation level is the most adequate influence parameter.
The rehabilitation measures on the building include mostly drying and cleaning, the repair
of technical building equipment (heating, electrical and sanitary equipment) and an average
volume of repair measures, which are related to the replacement of doors and windows.
Plasters and floor materials with an adequate damage have to be replaced in the affected
area (also for hygienic reasons).
However, the flood damages are not only limited to pure penetration and pollution damage,
structural damage to buildings can also occur. By the observation of several hundred heavy
damage cases (‘danger of collapse’ and ‘total loss’) during the 2002 flood, it is clear that
structural damages in various grades up to the collapse of the whole building are possible [15].
Different parameters are relevant for the effects of a flood impact to an affected building.
They can be separated into two categories (Table 1). On the one hand, the damage is influenced by the parameters of the action side (impact) and on the other hand by the parameters
of the resistance side (vulnerability) of the affected building. Furthermore, depending on their

Table 1: Classification of damage-related parameter [9,11,16].
Action parameters
Primary

Resistance parameters (vulnerability)
Secondary

Inundation level
Bed load and suspended
Flow velocity
load
Flood intensity
Contaminations
Specific energy
Repeated floods
height
(frequency)
Impact of debris (depending on flow velocity)
Scouring and foundation erosion
Duration (depending on building type)

Primary

Secondary

Type of construction
Building type(s)
Building condition

Type of interior
construction
Building age
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importance for the structural damage, a classification according to primary and secondary
factors is possible.
4.2 Characteristic damage patterns
Field surveys have to be qualified with respect to the documentation of damage cases and the
collection of structural parameters that affect the vulnerability of each building. The documentation has to implement an ‘engineering’ description of the building and its structural
damage, and to determine typical damage patterns. Frequently observed effects are used as
indicators for the definition of damage grades. In addition to the structural damage, observed
damage-indicating phenomena can be related to chemical or physical origin [10]. For the
damage classification, rehabilitation measures are of importance to link the visible actions
with the generalized scheme of damage interpretation. Table 2 summarizes the main criteria
for the classification of observed effects in an extended and widely applicable format.
4.3 Definition of damage grades
For the description of the damages, it is necessary to distinguish between structural and
non-structural damages, which can be assigned characteristic damage patterns in the form of
Table 2: Observed damage pattern due to flood impact and classification criteria [10,17].
Criteria

Observed effect/measure

Building physical
damage

Penetration of supporting and nonstructural walls and the floor slabs

Chemical
damage

Pollution (mud, excrements, etc.)
Contamination (oil and chemicals)
Impressed doors and windows
Slight cracks in structural elements
Major cracks and/or deformations in
structural walls and slabs
Settlements
Partial failure of primary structural
elements (load-bearing walls and slabs)
Collapse of major parts of the building
Cleaning of penetrated elements
Replacement of extension elements
Replacement of non-structural elements
Replacement of structural elements
Demolition of building required

Structural
damage

Rehabilitation
measures

Damage grade Di
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5



¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥



¥

¥

¥

¥

¥



¥

¥
¥
¥
¥


¥
¥
¥
¥
¥



¥


Note: ¥ = observed damage could occur to corresponding damage grade;
    
 = characteristic criteria for a qualitatively higher damage grade.

¥
¥
¥
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damage grades. The damage according to the EMS-98 [6] for earthquakes is divided into
damage grades: from D0 (no damage) to D5 (collapse). However, this concept of the EMS-98
cannot be directly applied to flood damages [10], because:

•
••

••

•

In addition to the structural damage due to flood action, the larger part of pure penetration
damages have to be considered.
For seismic action, no clear boundary of the affected area can be found. All the buildings of an area are more or less affected by the earthquake waves. According to the level
of impact (intensity) and their vulnerability, the buildings will be damaged in different
grades. It is also possible that buildings can survive the earthquake undamaged (damage
grade D0).
A flood impact is linked to the topography of the terrain. The affected building stock can
be clearly separated from the unaffected one. In general, locally elevated buildings within
a flooded area are unaffected as long as they are not directly influenced by the water. For
flood impact, the consideration of damage grade D0 is therefore not required. The minimum damage grade for affected (penetrated) buildings is D1.
For buildings that are only affected slightly by the floods (with no or only small financial loss), a certain amount of effort is required for damage repair (cleaning and drying
measures). These limiting cases should already be assigned a damage grade D1 (only
penetration).

The compilation of the observed effects and measures in Table 2 allows the derivation of the
descriptions for each damage grade according to the scheme in Table 3. The damage grade is
qualified in the sequence to the:

• Structural damage.
•• Building physical damage.
•• Chemical damage.
• Amount of rehabilitation measures.
Only the additional observed effects are specified as an indicator for the corresponding higher
damage grades [10]. In practical application, the appropriate damage grade can be assigned
for each damage case, and it is sufficient if one of the features listed in Table 3 is observed
(after the event) or mentioned (e.g. in subsequent questionnaires [14]).
The description of the damage grades D2 and D5 needs a closer examination [10]: penetration damages on non-structural elements (e.g. doors, windows, floor screeds, drywalls,
etc.) result often in the loss of their function or in health risks. The penetration of water can
cause a destruction of the ‘structure’ resulting in a replacement of building elements. In the
broadest sense, these types of penetration damages are also a type of the structural damage.
In terms of monetary losses, these damages should be separated from damage grade D1. They
should be assigned to damage grade D2. To illustrate the problem, the financial costs to
replace a complete door including the frame are examined: from the cost point of view, it is
irrelevant whether the door was pushed in by the flood action or became useless by the penetration. According to this argumentation, a flood damage which requires a demolition of a
building (e.g. due to a heavy oil contamination) has to be considered as a total loss and
assigned to damage grade D5 (Table 3).
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Table 3: Assignment of damage grades Di to damage cases [10,17,18].
Damage
Structural
Nonstructural

Description

D1

No
Slight

Only penetration and
pollution

D2

No to slight
Moderate

D3

Moderate
Heavy

D4

Heavy
Very heavy

Slight cracks in
supporting elements
Impressed doors and
windows
Contamination
Replacement of
extension elements
Major cracks and/or
deformations in
supporting walls and
slabs
Settlements
Replacement of nonsupporting elements
Structural collapse of
supporting walls, slabs
Replacement of
supporting elements

D5

Very heavy
Very heavy

Di

Drawing

Example

Collapse of the building
or of major parts of the
building
Demolition of building
required

5 INTRODUCTION OF VULNERABILITY CLASSES AND DERIVATION
OF VULNERABILITY FUNCTIONS
5.1 General concept
According to EMS-98 [6] for earthquake damages, the building stock should be classified
into building types, for which corresponding vulnerability classes are indicated.
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Based on the experience with seismic action and in anticipation of the feedback of modern
earthquake codes, the building types are divided into six vulnerability classes (A–F), indicated for each representative building type (e.g. for masonry vulnerability class B).
Vulnerability classes subsume the event-specific vulnerability (or resistance) in the form of
occurrence of similar damage grades (in quantity and quality), under the same impact intensities; they summarize structures of the same vulnerability.
Vulnerability classes are a measure of the behaviour under the effects of the impact or
the resistance against it. Vulnerability class A is representative for buildings with the
largest expected damages; the buildings of vulnerability class F should survive strong
earthquakes without significant damage. (This is done only by earthquake-resistant
design.)
There is a scatter of possible vulnerability for each building type:

• most likely vulnerability class,
•• probable range and
• range of less, probable, exceptional cases.
The most likely class and the range of scatter follow from a variety of damage assessments;
they are expressed by characteristic symbols, which are adopted unchanged in the flood-
vulnerability table (cf. Table 5). The ranges of scatter may be different in both directions
(lower or higher vulnerability), or even tend only in one direction. The specific classification within the range of scatter depends on the condition and the structural design of the
building.
Main elements of vulnerability under predominant horizontal oriented impact loads are the
vertical support members, i.e. for the predominant building types, the load bearing walls and
their construction variants. The expected value of structural damage for the corresponding
building types can be characterized as the mean damage grade Dm (see also [10,19]).
From the damage grades Di of the damage data (Table 3), a mean damage grade Dm can be
determined for the various building types within selected impact level intervals (for flood:
inundation level intervals Δh). The general approach for a natural hazard was initially illustrated on the basis of a fictitious database (set of points in Fig. 6a).
The mean damage grades Dm of the individual building types within an impact level interval can be separated from each other within defined areas (Fig. 6b and c). Depending on the
composition of the database, the most probable vulnerability class and the corresponding
range of scatter could be characterized within these defined areas for each building type [19].
The characteristic vulnerability class for an unclassified building type is found if the mean
damage grade Dm (correlating to observations) for certain impact levels (for flood: the inundation level) is located within the corresponding area (Fig. 6d). With it, also the scatter in the
vulnerability within a main building type (by qualitatively different construction, building
materials, etc.) can be taken into account.
Building types of similar vulnerability can be summarized in a representative curve for
these areas, the vulnerability function. The vulnerability functions for the individual building
types (Fig. 6e) can be derived by a nonlinear regression procedure. The assignment of the
damage cases in vulnerability classes (‘HW classes’ for flood application) enables the calculation of vulnerability functions for the defined vulnerability classes (Fig. 6f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 6: General concept for the classification of vulnerability classes and the derivation of
vulnerability functions (on the basis of a fictitious data set; cf. [19]). (a) Calculation
of mean damage grade Dm; (b) Separation of vulnerability levels; (c) transfer into
vulnerability classes; (d) mean damage grades Dm of main building type in a
defined impact level interval; (e) derivation of vulnerability functions for building
types; and (f) vulnerability functions for vulnerability classes.
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Table 4: Classification of building types in vulnerability classes (general description).
Classification of building types
Description

Flood vulnerability class HWA

B

C

D

E

Highly sensitive
Sensitive
Normal flood resistance
Increased flood resistance
Flood resistant design

5.2 Application for flood
Vulnerability classes can be categorized differently. A building type based classification
(Table 5) should be preferred as opposed to an idealized classification (Table 4) with respect
to the resistance to flood impact. With the prepared database (Figs 7 and 8a), vulnerability
levels can be separated on the basis of the mean damage grade Dm for the individual building
types in unique flood level intervals (here Dh = 0.5, cf. Fig. 8b).
For the normal building stock, four flood vulnerability classes will be introduced (HW-A
to HW-D). Each of these flood vulnerability classes represents building types with a similar
vulnerability. In addition, a flood vulnerability class HW-E is proposed to take into account
(rule-compliant) buildings with a significantly increased flood resistance. Class HW-E buildings (as recommended in common guidelines) are characterized by a separation of buildings
from the flood water table, for instance, by raising the ground floor onto story-high columns
(cf. Fig. 10a). In the case of flooding, only the uninhabited parts of the building (the entrance
area as in Fig. 10b) would be affected [20].
The vulnerability level for vulnerability class HW-E has to be specified by future damage
data:

•
•

for buildings constructed in such a flood-resistant design, damage grade D1 (no structural
damage, only penetration) might be appropriate, and
for higher water levels a mean damage grade Dm only slightly higher than 1 should be
expected.

Figure 9 illustrates on the example of masonry buildings the influence of the composition of
different damage data sets. It can be shown that the increase in the amount of damage data
can result in some changes by the determination of these vulnerability levels. A classification
of the predominant building types can be done (Table 5). A differentiation into subbuilding
types (e.g. different types of stones and mortar by masonry buildings) needs further
research [10].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Distribution of damage grades in dependance of inundation level over ground floor
level hgf: (a) data set 1 ‘EDAC’ and (b) data set 2 ‘MEDIS’.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: Composition and analysis of dataset 3: (a) damage grades Di (hgf) and (b) mean
damage grades Dm and separation of vulnerability levels.

(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Mean damage grades Dm, inundation level and vulnerability classes; results for
masonry buildings: (a) State 2008 [17] and (b) State 2012 [18].
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Table 5: Classification of building types in vulnerability classes and identification of ranges
of scatter (on the basis of the evaluated data).
Classification of building type

Flood vulnerability class HW-VC

Main building
type
Short

A

Clay

C

Prefabricated

PF

Framework

FW

Masonry

MW

Reinforced
concrete

RC

Example

Flood-resistant FRD
design

Most likely vulnerability class.
Probable range.
Range of less probable, exceptional cases.

B

C

D

E
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(a)
(b)
Figure 10: Flood resistant design (HW-E): (a) secondary school in Flöha (Saxony) and
(b) detail entrance.

6 PROGNOSIS OF DAMAGE GRADES WITH VULNERABILITY FUNCTIONS
6.1 Basic characteristics of SVF
For calculation of the mean damage grade Dm, different vulnerability functions (in the EDACflood damage model denoted by ‘Specific Vulnerability Functions’ – SVF; cf. Table 6) are
available [9,10,11,21].
The mathematical approach of the vulnerability functions is assumed as a tangent hyperbolic function (tanh), which has function values (like the damage grade Di) in a limited range
(cf. eq. 1).
Taking into account the definition range of the damage grades Di (i = 1–5) yields the following general expression for the vulnerability functions [9,10,11]:
D = 2 . tanh(f(x))+3
(1)
m

For f(x), a simple linear approach is used:
Dm = 2 . tanh(A . x+B)+3

(2)

x = hgf or H
A and B are the control parameters of the function. They are determined from the damage
data as regression variables and allow the flexible adaptation of the functions. The mean
damage grades Dm according to Eq. (2) depends on the inundation level over the ground floor
hgf or the specific energy height H (Eq. 4), respectively.
6.2 Correlation between mean damage grade Dm and inundation level hgf
To calculate the mean damage grade Dm different vulnerability functions for the predominant
building types (SVF Type 1a) or for the assigned vulnerability classes (SVF Type 1b) are
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published. These function types take into account the inundation level over the ground floor
hgf as impact parameter [9,10,11,21].
Evaluations based on Data sets 1 + 2 for SVF Type 1a are given in Fig. 11a [9,21]. Actual
results for the analysis of Data set 3 are presented in Fig. 11b. The differences in the functions
come from the different amount of data in the data sets and their composition. For the derivation of the different SVF Type 1b, the appropriate building characteristics (building type,

Table 6: Types of specific vulnerability functions – SVF.
SVF type

Vulnerability parameter

Impact parameter

1*
1a
1b
2*
2a
2b

–
Building type
Vulnerability class
–
Building type
Vulnerability class

Inundation level over ground floor level hgf

(a)

Inundation level over ground level hgl
+ flow velocity vfl
⇒ specific energy height H

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 11: Specific vulnerability functions of type: Dm = f (hgf): (a) SVF Type 1a: data set
1 + 2 [9,21]; (b) SVF Type 1a: data set 3; (c) SVF Type 1b: data set 1 + 2 [9,21];
and (d) SVF Type 1b: data set 3.
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building condition, etc.) for the classification in vulnerability classes are considered in a
uniform approach.
Vulnerability functions for the corresponding flood vulnerability classes are derived
(Fig. 11c and d), which can consider the real conditions related to the scatter in the vulnerability of the buildings (see Table 5) in a better way.
Hence, depending on the available data base, the corresponding functions can be applied.
The parameters A and B (Eq. 1 and 2) for a calculation using the developed vulnerability
functions with respect to data set 1 + 2 can be taken from Ref. [9].
6.3 Correlation between mean damage grade Dm and the specific energy height H
The influence of the flow velocity can be important for storm floods on the coast (especially
by dam failures), by tsunamis and by so-called ‘Flash Floods’ in mountain areas. In combination with high flow velocities, heavy structural damage can occur, which can cause
extraordinarily high financial losses.
The influence of the flow velocity on the expected loss is considered in simple approaches
by referring to distance-depending zones [22]. By analytical studies due to tsunami impact or
for design purposes [23], the flow velocity is taken into account for the individual load components (surge, drag, impact and hydrostatical forces). Further analytical studies for
predicting the wall failure and other structural damages, taking into account hydrodynamic
loads, can be found in [24,25].
In former studies [26–28], the impact of the flow velocity and the building type was investigated mainly in relation to a collapse of the building and accordingly additional criteria for
a partial failure of the building were determined. However, a refined differentiation for consideration of the different damage patterns of structural damages and the transfer into realistic
loss statements cannot be found in these studies.
Similar approaches to estimate the collapse of the buildings are now included in the
HAZUS-MH software provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency of the
United States [29,30]. In the case of collapse, a total loss (100% of building’s value) has to
be assumed [31]. A refined consideration of losses considering different levels of structural
damage is still missing.
A more interpretive parameter for the determination of such criteria is the flood intensity
Ifl, which is based on the so-called ‘Swiss model’ [31]. Here, the damage effects are classified
in three stages (Table 7). The flood intensity Ifl follows from the inundation level above
ground level hgl or from the product of inundation level hgl and flow velocity vfl (see Eq. 3).
This approach is recommended in the current guidelines for the design of hazard maps and
flood protection concepts [32]
Table 7: Definition of flood intensity [31].
Classification criteria
Ifl (Intensity)

Inundation level hgl [m]

hgl · vfl (m²/s)

I (weak)
II (medium)
III (strong)

<0.5
0.5 ≤ hgl ≤ 2.0
>2.0

< 0.5
0.5 ≤ hgl · vfl ≤ 2.0
>2.0
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Ifl = hgl . vfl(3)
Investigation of different impact parameters which take into account the flow velocity is
presented in [33]. It can be shown that the specific energy height H (Eq. 4) has the best correlations to the losses and the structural damages on residential buildings, even when these
relationships are poorly visible due to comparatively moderate flow velocities in the existing
data sets.
The basic methodology [9,10] can also be applied to the specific energy height H as an
impact parameter (see Eq. 1 and 2). This type of vulnerability function is denoted by SVF
Type 2 [13]
H = hgl +

v fl 2
2g

(4)

The flow velocities were derived from hydraulic calculations for re-interpretation of the 2002
flood event in some of the affected areas and were assigned to the damage data [13].
A first model approach, which describes the relationship between the mean damage grade
Dm as a measure of the structural damage and the specific energy height H with vulnerability
functions (SVF Type 2*), can be taken from [17]. This approach was refined in [13] and
transferred to the loss level.
Figure 12a shows the first results of the analysis for data set 1 [17]. Preliminary vulnerability functions for vulnerability classes (SVF Type 2b) based on data set 3 are presented in
Fig. 12b [9].
Due to the small number of damage data, the vulnerability function for vulnerability class
HW-A should be regarded as an engineering-based assumption.
The starting values for the damage grades Dm at H = 0 m result mostly from flooding in the
basement, since 80% of the analysed damage cases are related to buildings with a basement.
Normally, the vulnerability classes HW-A and HW-B (with the corresponding building
types: clay, framework and prefabricated) cannot be found in the basement level. Therefore,
the corresponding vulnerability functions in Fig. 12b are only specified for a specific energy
height H ≥ 0.5 m. The characterization of the qualitative features of the curve for H < 0.5 m
remains to be determined from a larger database with linked flow velocity data.

(a)
(b)
Figure 12: Specific vulnerability functions of type: Dm = f (hgl, vfl): (a) SVF Type 2*: data
set 1 [17] and (b) SVF Type 2b: data set 3 [9,13].
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6.4 Location SVF (LSVF)
The location of the building relative to the flow velocity vector (flow direction) and the urban
integration of the building have an influence on the structural damage.
Table 8 shows a preliminary proposal for the classification of the relevant situations from
an engineering point of view of a building. These situations are related to the arrangement of
surrounding housing and the particular flow characteristic during flood events [13].
Real settlement structures are usually complex; therefore, a simplified classification
scheme does not cover all situations. For example, if the flow directions change during a

Table 8: Classification scheme with respect to the location of a building and its exposure to
the flow direction [13,18].
Nr.

Type/Location

Description

Flow direction

1
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
4

Stand alone
Front house
End house
Front/end house
Central house
Central house
Corner house

Beginning of a row of houses
End of a row of houses
Beginning/end of a row of houses
In the middle of a row of houses
In the middle of a row of houses
Cross situation

Directly
Directly/flow around
Flow around/circulation
Orthogonally/circulation
Tangentially
Directly/orthogonally
Flow around/circulation

(a)

(b)
Type: 1
   2a
   2b
   2c
   3a
   3b
   4
       assumed flow direction

(c)
Figure 13: Examples for classification of real structure of settlement (Table 3): (a) Single
house and row; (b) block and row; and (c) mixed structures.
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Figure 14: Mean damage Dm grades depending on specific energy height H, location of
building and flow direction [13,18].

flood event. Buildings are also often not orthogonal and tangential to the incident flow direction, so that a classification according to Table 8 is clearly not possible. In addition, the flow
direction can be set for complex site conditions only by specifying a velocity vector.
The classification scheme in Table 8 is, therefore, to be understood as a first proposal and
has to be revised using a larger database.
Figure 13 shows an attempt to classify different situations from the real development study
areas, assuming a main flow direction according to the scheme in Table 8. Comparable to the
procedure in Section 5.2, the mean damage grades Dm are calculated at intervals of DH = 0.5
m. The results are shown in Fig. 14. Due to the relatively small data density for several types
according to Table 8, the results indicate no clear trend over the whole range of the intervals
considered. However, it can be identified that the structural damage is higher for orthogonally
streamed buildings (Type 1, 2a and 2c with the exception of Type 3b) than for tangentially
streamed, like Type 3a or Type 2b at the end of a row of houses. Further investigations on a
more comprehensive data set are necessary.
7 SDF – LOSS PREDICTION
In the developed microscale damage model, two types of damage functions (denoted by
‘Specific Damage Functions’ – SDF) are considered to quantify the expected loss (Table 9).

•

•

SDF Type 1a (Fig. 15) are related to the building types [9,11,12], and SDF Type 1b
(Fig. 16) to the vulnerability classes [9,11]. Both functions calculate the losses depending
on the inundation level hgf, with a further consideration of the presence of a basement and
the number of stories.
SDF Type 2 (Fig. 17) transfers the calculated damage grades Dm (with respect to the
building type/vulnerability class of the building) into loss statements [9,13]. Also, these
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Table 9: Types of specific damage functions – SDF.
SDF
type

Input parameter

1a
1b
2

Damage grade Di and
Dm, respectively

Vulnerability
parameter
Building type
Vulnerability
class
–*

Building parameter

Impact parameter

Presence of cellar
Number of stories

Inundation level
over ground floor
(hgf)

*Considered by the calculation of Di and Dm, respectively.

(a)
(b)
Figure 15: SDF Type 1a: (a) clay, without basement and (b) masonry, with basement.

f unctions consider the number of stories and the presence of a basement. Because the damage grade Dm can also be determined by the specific energy height H, the consideration of
the flow velocity is also possible by the calculation of losses [9,13].
The functions can be applied to calculate the losses to the building structure (including
building services). The main application is the general residential building stock. An application for other types of use should also be possible for similar building construction.
Both types of functions indicate the loss (L) as a relative fraction of the replacement value,
which can be calculated for a building in Germany using the so-called ‘Normalherstellungskosten’ (normal construction costs) [34,35]. Additional information, therefore, can be found
in [9] and [11].
The SDF according to Eq. (5) are based mathematically on an exponential approach
[9,11–13]. The control parameters A and B for the functions that are based on data set 1 can
be taken from [9]
.

L(hgf) = A . eB hgf(5)
Additional information concerning application and a discussion of the qualitative properties
of the damage functions can be found in [9,11–13]. The derived damage functions shown in
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(a)
(b)
Figure 16: SDF Type 1b: (a) HW-B, without basement and (b) HW-D, with basement.

(a)
(b)
Figure 17: SDF Type 2: (a) damage Grade D2, with basement and (b) damage Grade D4,
with basement.

Figs 15–17 include values above 100% taking into account the demolition and disposal costs
[9,11,12]. Studies for validating the damage model for different study areas show that both
types of damage functions SDF lead to an engineering-based and realistic evaluation of flood
damage [9–11].
More refined damage functions SDF Type 1a based on the 2008 state of data set 3 are
derived in [12]. Further functions for the complete data set 3 are actually under preparation.
8 CASE STUDIES
The innovative options and advantages of the whole procedure are demonstrated by case
studies from the 2002 flood in Saxony. With the developed SVF, the mean damage grade Dm
can be calculated for each individual building (microscale level) in the three study areas
Döbeln, Eilenburg and Grimma (Fig. 5).
Since the exact address based cartographic representation is problematic for different reasons and can lead to uncertainty among the homeowners, an anonymous representation of the
damage grades and the losses in a mesoscale level is preferable. Figure 18 shows study areas
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Döbeln

(a)

(b)
Eilenburg

(c)

(d)
Grimma

(e)

(f)

Mean damage grade MDm

Figure 18: Mean damage grades MDm in the ATKIS land use areas (based on microscale
calculation); Döbeln: (a) observed* and (b) re-interpretation (SVF Type 2b);
Eilenburg: (c) observed* and (d) re-interpretation (SVF Type 1a); Grimma: (e)
observed* and (f) re-interpretation (SVF Type 2b). *Note: based on data set 3.
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Döbeln

(a)

(b)
Eilenburg

(c)

(d)
Grimma

(e)

(f)

Loss [%]

Figure 19: Relative losses in the ATKIS land use areas (based on microscale calculation).
Döbeln. (a) observed* and (b) re-interpretation (SDF Type 1a); Eilenburg:
(c) observed*; (d) re-interpretation (SDF Type 1b); Grimma: (e) observed* and
(f) re-interpretation (SVF Type 2b, SDF Type 2). *Note: based on data set 3.
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Figure 20: Comparison between calculated [9,18] and final reported losses [37]: (a) resi
dential building stock and (b) entire building stock.

for the comparison of the calculated and the observed mean damage grades MDm in the land
use areas according to the ‘Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Informationssystem’
(ATKIS) for Germany [36], which are composed by the mean damage grades Dm for the
individual buildings. The damage grades for the individual buildings were additionally
varied, based on their statistical distribution (see [9,11]).
The calculated and the observed structural damages show a good agreement in most of the
land use areas. Larger differences in some other areas can be attributed to the fact that in these
regions, the database concerning the observed damage cases is not complete.
For the study areas, loss statements calculated with the different damage functions are
available according to the flow charts in Figs 2 and 3. For the reinterpretation with regard to
the water level on the action side, damage functions SDF Type 1a and 1b [9] will be used. In
a third calculation variant, first the mean damage grades Dm are calculated with vulnerability
functions SFV Type 2b (with consideration of the flow velocity). These are then transferred
with damage functions SDF Type 2 into loss statements.
The distribution of the observed relative losses in the study area Döbeln can be taken from
Fig. 19a. The calculation in Fig. 19b is presented for the damage functions SDF Type 1a
[9,11]. Figure 19c and d compares the observed losses and the reinterpretation in the study
area Eilenburg for the damage functions SDF Type 1b [9,11]. Figure 19e and f shows the
distribution of losses in Grimma, which are calculated for the resulting damage grades Dm
taking into account the flow velocity [13].
Areas with high loss concentrations can be clearly identified in Eilenburg and Grimma,
which can give reasons to take special care on reconstruction measures in these areas.
The comparison of the predicted losses with the final official damage statistics of the
SAB [37] shows a very good agreement for the residential building stock (Fig. 20a). This is
true for all calculation variants (with and without consideration of the flow velocity) despite
the different flooding characteristics in the study areas.
The slightly higher loss prognosis for the residential building stock in Döbeln is due to the
fact that in the accumulated data of the SAB not all damage cases are included. In the study,
832 residential buildings are taken into account, compared with 681 in the damage statistics.
It can be assumed that the remaining unconsidered damage cases were regulated by insurance. For the prediction of losses to the entire building stock (Fig. 20b), it has to be considered
that the application of the vulnerability functions as well as the damage functions on non-residential buildings is only an approximation.
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The influence of the flow velocity can be seen more in the qualitative distribution of the
damages and losses in the ATKIS land use areas. With the exception of the study area Döbeln,
the effect of the flow velocity to the total loss is low (Fig. 20b), due to the moderate flow
velocities (vfl < 2.5 m/s). In Eilenburg and Grimma, the different reference levels of vulnerability functions lead to a minimal reduction of the loss of the residential buildings (see
also [13]); this can be explained by technical model aspects.
Despite lower differences to the observed damage, it can be shown that realistic and detailed
damage prognosis can be given with the developed vulnerability and damage functions.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Based on a unified data elaboration, a model was developed to predict the structural damage
of a building or of an affected building stock for specific flood scenarios.
With the provided tools, the structural damage can be evaluated uniformly and linked to
the impact parameters. Frequently observed damage patterns are transferred into a scheme of
damage grades.
The introduction of vulnerability classes enables the explanation of the scatter in the
observed damage cases in a systematic manner. The variety of the building types can be
reduced to the relevant parameters for the damage.
Vulnerability classes are defined and based on the damage data; the expected ranges of
scatter of the predominant building types are determined.
The developed model provides tools for the prediction of structural damage of the building
taking into account the specific building vulnerability, the inundation level and the flow
velocity.
The inundation level hgf or the specific energy height H are used as suitable impact parameters. The presented damage functions provide reliable monetary losses for cost–benefit
analyses on the basis of replacement costs.
Results are presented for different study areas on a microscale level. In all cases, remarkably good agreement between the predicted and the reported losses can be stated. First
investigations with respect to the location of buildings, the direction of flow and the structural
damage are also represented.
The conditions for the application of the methodology and the tools for the prognostic
purposes, e.g. in the field of flood management plans or in the insurance industry, are therefore given.
The developed vulnerability functions SVF and the damage functions SDF have to be verified with a more comprehensive data set.
The heavy 2013 flood in Germany enables the application of the model in the study areas
to a repeatedly affected building stock. The evaluation of the vulnerability and the plausibility
of the developed functions have to be checked for such conditions.
For the application of the vulnerability-based damage functions SDF, a detailed building
inspection is necessary, which is not always realizable due to cost and effort limitations.
For these cases, the methodology has to be transferred to the mesoscale level, although this
may lead to significant decrease of quality.
Further studies, currently being carried out, use geodata on a microscale level. Combined
with newly developed vulnerability-based damage functions (with respect to the building
area), realistic loss statements can also be given. In these cases, reasonable assumptions
about the distribution of building types or vulnerability classes in the study areas must be
taken.
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